12 Month Intensive “Bodacious Business Makeover” Training

Who Else Wants to Master Their Money and Their
Business…
And Release The Struggle Once and For All?
Discover How To Easily Design & Integrate Your Business and Personal Life
for a Fulfilling, Inspiring, and Luxurious Lifestyle For Yourself & Your Clients

“Catapult your business to its full potential.
Work with Ariana. Amazing!”

Meghan Damminger
Health, Wellness & Grief Coach
www.livingloudafterloss.com

Dear Passionate Business Owner,
Are you frustrated by the endless cycle of ‘just getting by paying bills’ month after
month?
Do you wish you knew the exact steps to take to grow your business so you can start
enjoying your life again?
Do you feel like you’re standing on the sidelines watching others grow their business,
while you continue to work your tush off with little reward or gratification?

Are you exhausted ‘giving giving giving’ and not getting back?
Have you had enough of bouncing from coach to coach, program to program, and not
getting the support, expertise, and answers you need?

Your Business Has Become Your Busy-Ness
You pour your heart into your work. You’re doing everything you feel is right for your
business—working long hours, networking, letting clients and customers know about
what you provide and how your service can change their lives--and yet you’re still not
making the money or getting the recognition you desire and deserve.
You’re saying to yourself, “I’m exhausted trying to do this all on my own, trying to figure
out why it’s so hard, but I don’t know what to do.”
I know exactly how you feel. A few years ago, I was overwhelmed with all the busy-ness
in my businesses...from personal finance advisor to CFO of a small business to
registered nurse to owning a wellness and healing center.
And even though I was really good at doing all these things, and really LOVED the
aspect of giving and helping people, I just couldn’t seem to get my business to make
the money I know I should be making. I was doing all the right things, but the money I
knew I should be making wasn’t coming in...and I couldn’t understand why.
Not only was I the health practitioner in my healing center, but I was doing the
bookkeeping, ordering supplies, working with the vendors and contractors, scheduling,
office managing, doing the marketing and advertising...you name it, I did it.
Bottom line, I ended up exhausted and burned out.
It seemed that there was no time to devote to doing what I loved because all my time
was taken up with doing all the other stuff you have to do to keep a business afloat.
This went on for months, day in and day out. I tried doing different things, but nothing
seemed to work.
Not only was I doing all these things all by myself, I was trying to figure it all out all
by myself as well! (I come from a long line of control freaks!)
How crazy is that?

And yet, this is how most entrepreneurs operate. Why? Because it’s in our genes. We’re
programmed to nurture, give, and do what we have to to survive and make it work...no
matter what the cost, no matter what the sacrifice.
Your business is ‘your baby.’ You love it. Unconditionally. You want nothing more
than to see it grow; to see your baby shine, flourish, inspire, and give back to the world.
So you do everything in your power to make sure your baby gets everything it needs,
even at the expense of your ‘self.’ You feed it, care for it, stay up late into the night—
night after night—making certain that everything’s ok. You pour your heart and soul into
your baby, your business. You spend whatever it takes to keep it alive, to support it and
help it grow.
You do all this and more...until there’s nothing left for you to give...and you’re
completely, totally spent and at your wit’s end, because you’ve done everything all by
yourself.

Time for a Transformation
But how do you change that? How do you not go in circles anymore?
Sometimes it takes getting sideswiped before you stop and look at what’s going on
around you. In my case, the sign was being totally wiped out and spent. I reached my
limit of going going going day in and day with nothing changing. It was as if I pushed
myself beyond the brink, and LIFE pushed back.
I told myself ‘no more.’ I began my wellness center because I wanted a career that was
truly satisfying, that filled me spiritually and emotionally. I wanted to create a truly
luxurious lifestyle for myself and family. But it simply wasn’t working out the way I’d
expected.
This out of control lifestyle wasn’t just happening to me. I saw the same behavior in
some of my friends, also entrepreneurs. I witnessed really smart entrepreneurs losing
focus, feeling like their mission and passion was perhaps too big to realize, putting all
they had into their businesses and getting very little back in return.
Some were making money but had no life. Others were having trouble getting their
businesses off the ground PLUS they had no life. Others still had lost that spark and
passion and fire that propelled them when they first started, but had died because of
lost vision and focus.
I knew there had to be a better way.

“Ariana helped me get clear on my brand...who I am
and what I bring to the table. I now have a solid brand
to bring to the world. I feel like a whole new me!
Without Ariana, this would not have been possible.”
Lynn Pearce
(type of coach)
(Lynn’s website)

“Ariana knows the questions to ask, and knows exactly
the way to create an environment so self-discovery can
be made. If you have he opportunity to coach with
Ariana, I highly recommend it.”
Marilee Tolen
Entreprenurse
(Website)

I realized that my life and the way I approached business HAD TO CHANGE.
When speaking with other entrepreneurs and business owners, I discovered we all had
so much in common, so many similiarities. We’re...
Dedicated to our mission and purpose
Highly sensitive to the needs of our clients
Driven to express and share our true Genius
Deeply authentic in the execution of our work
Natural compassionate leaders and teachers in our niche
Do you recognize yourself in this list?

End the Self Sabotage

I also discovered that a lot of the things that bogged me down and got in the way of
growing my business was no different than what the other creative were experiencing
in theirs. In fact, there were so many similarities it was scary!
Here are just some of the things that stop you from having the lifestyle you crave,
keep you from growing your business, wear you down, and prevent you from making
the money you deserve:
Independent to a fault
Need to do it all yourself
Desire to be all things to all people
Fly by the seat of your pants
Too scared to raise your prices or fees
Not charging what you’re worth
Workaholic lifestyle
Overworked, underpaid
Lack of branding
Nonexistent marketing strategy
No ‘plan of action’
Lack of revenue goals
Your message is unclear
Products or services are undefined
Poor online and offline presence
Absence of a business coach or mentor
How many of the things on this list are consuming your time and limiting your success?
This is just the tip of the iceberg! It’s so difficult to transform your business when you
can’t see what needs to get done AND you don’t know what to do.
I realized that there was so much more I needed to know in my business to be
successful. It wasn’t about doing MORE. It was about doing it STRATEGICALLY.
Recognizing what I had to do and then implementing those things in a strategic, step
by step process to get my life back and create a successful, thriving business was the
key that turned it all around for me.

Within months of focusing on all the right things, getting crystal clear on my brand and
marketing, and getting the expert help, support, and coaching I needed...
Everything turned around.
It worked so well, in fact, that I took what I learned and created a personally tailored,
all-encompassing system that consistently gets amazing results for anyone who puts
it into action.
Not only that, the professionals and entrepreneurs who used this system turned
their businesses and lifestyles completely around as well.
What I discovered is that the results I witnessed from anyone who put this system into
practice were consistent and deeply profound.
One of the common traits among clients I work with is that they make things harder on
themselves than necessary. I’m happy to report that this system makes it easy for you.
What clients experience is a very subtle, elegant yet powerful shift. This ‘shift’
gracefully infuses your ‘inner game’ with an enlightening spark, so that you and your
business shine and sizzle like never before.

A Totally New Way
How would you like to turn your business around? How would it feel to have more
freedom, more joy, more confidence when it comes to building your business and
sharing your message with the world? What would it mean to you to see your clients
totally transform their lives and business?
What would it feel like to...
 End the struggle?
 Take your life back?
 Know exactly how to run your business instead of your business running you?
 Attract as many ideal clients as you wanted?
 Charge higher fees without feeling guilty?
 Have all your systems run like clockwork?
 Create a brand that reflects exactly who YOU are?
 Have personalized results-oriented strategies for YOUR business?
 Get your message across with crystal clarity in one sentence?

 Know exactly what to do with your marketing?
 Speak from the stage with confidence and authority?
 Be recognized as the expert Leader of your niche
 Get paid what you’re worth?
 Wake up each day feeling alive with passion and excitement?


Take Your Business From Blah to Bodacious
If you’re tired of always playing ‘catch up,’ trying program after program
piecemealing your business together, depleting your retirement fund just to keep your
business afloat, bouncing around to see what works and what doesn’t...
Then you’re ready for my revolutionary breakthrough coaching program...
“Bodacious Business Makeover Diamond Program”
In this 12 month personalized intensive program, I take you by the hand to get you and
your business shining like never before...
We dive deep into all the aspects of your business to see what’s working, what isn’t and
WHY. You’ll get all the personalized tools, strategies, and guidance to take your
mission, passion, and purpose to profitibility, sustainability, and superstar status.
Radiate Your Genius
Unleash the Celebrity Within
Express Yourself Fully and Completely Without Fear or Doubt
Create the Heart & Soul Based Business of Your Dreams
Design the Luxurious Lifestyle You’ve Always Imagined
No matter where you are in your business...whether you have the idea to start a
business, you’re already up and running, you’ve been in business for a while, you’re
currently working with clients, or you’re looking to transform and change directions, my
“Bodacious Business Makeover Diamond Program” gives you everything you need to
succeed.
Who this program is for:
Entrepreneurs

Coaches

Trainers

Business owners

Consultants

Healers

Startups

Mentors

Health Practitioners

Marketers

Speakers

Corporate Outcasts

So...


Are you ready to live your luxurious lifestyle?



Are you ready to step into your ‘elite’ essence?



Are you ready to relish in absolute abundance?



Here’s What You Get in This 12-Month
‘Bocacious Business Makeover Diamond Program’
3-Day Live VIP Intensive with Ariana
Your Bodacious Business Makeover starts with this special live event. Just you and a
select few hand-picked business owners will have the opportunity to skyrocket your
business faster than you thought possible. The goal is to keep the group small and
intimate so you get the special attention you deserve and everything you need to
succeed. Once you start, you’ll never go back to the old way of doing things.

22 Private One on One Business Mastery Coaching Calls
Focus in on YOU and your business. These calls are targeted to your personal needs,
your rhythm, getting organized, and maximizing your resources. Ariana hones in on
what YOU need to do to get you from where you are now to where you want to be.
These mastery calls are designed to get you to think strategically, ‘big picture,’ outside
the box...and like the celebrity millionaire business owner you truly are.

27 Makeover Modules
Branding. Business Plan. Marketing. Positioning. Pricing. Personality Archetypes. High
Paying Clients. Premium Offers. Lifestyle. Speaking. Presentations. Mission Statement.
Millionaire Mindset. Money Archetypes. Delegating. Outsourcing. Scheduling. Time
Management. Networking. Program Creation. And so much more.
These Bodacious Makeover Modules take a holistic, integrative approach to building
and growing your business. You’ll discover how and why this approach is the optimal

path to wealth. You have complete access to these calls whenever you choose, so you
can take notes and amplify your productivity.

Accountability Touchstones
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t see it.” Stay on track as you reach specific financial
and productivity goals. In just weeks, you’ll be able to look back and say to yourself, “Oh
my gosh! Look at all I’ve accomplished! I can’t believe my revenue has jumped so
much!”

Done-For-You Blueprints, Scripts, Templates, Checklists, and Exercises
These tools and worksheets help you to ask the right questions and to focus on each
critical aspect of your business so you and your clients can achieve the stellar results
you desire. Stay organized, inspired, and confident knowing what to do and what to
say when meeting with new clients and customers.

“She kept me on track, and we got to core by
allowing me to go through my process. I recommend
Ariana to anyone.”
Diane DeChape
Holistic Practioner, RN

“Ariana really helped me figure out what my niche market was.”

Rashida Mungin
Stress in The City
Integrative Nurse Coach

1. Bodacious Branding: The Foundation
Big Benefit, Big Result: Bring the totality of who you are into your biz so you build
a biz that is unique, compelling, magnetic, authentic, and profoundly fulfilling.
Discover your ‘Birth Archetypes’ to know your true self
Get clear on your Personal Mission & Life Purpose
‘All My Gifts’...to hone in on your strengths and expertise
Identify your brand with the one of a kind ‘Brand Wheel’

2. Niche BreakThrough Secrets
Big Benefit, Big Result: Identify your “tribe,” the clients you absolutely LOVE to
work with and who love you so much they will invest top dollar to work with you.
Identify What You Really DO...so you’re clients KNOW what you offer
Explore untapped niches to maximize profit and customer base

Understand your clients’ and customers’ pains & desires...so you can give
them what they want
Hot or Not? How to determine who to do business with and who to avoid

3. Signature System
Big Benefit, Big Result: Discover the ‘Big Idea’ for your business, so you leave no
doubt or question in your client’s mind how unique you are, how special your
product and service is, and what you stand for.
Create specific results oriented titles for each step
Compose sexy and irresistable brand-appropriate headlines & descriptions for all
your products, services, and offerings

4. Craft Your Core Marketing Message
Big Benefit, Big Result: Be able to clearly state the core idea underlying all of
your work and the overall outcome you produce. Your results = Your
transformations.
Your Clients’ Pain...when you know your client, you know how to solve
their problem with your product or service
Your Solution = Transformation
Your Core Message...What do you, your product, and your service stand
for?
Your Marketing Message...craft a brilliant and concise 30-second ‘elevator
pitch’...and never be at a loss again for what to say when someone asks,
“What do you do?” You’ll have them begging to know more.

5. Bodacious High End Programs
Big Benefit, Big Result: Create high-end offers and price them with integrity so
they’re a resounding ‘yes’ for your ideal clients.
Create Your ‘high-end’ offer...and KNOW you’re giving great value
Design Your VIP Day...to make your clients feel special and adored
Price with Integrity and charge what you’re worth
Understand the rationale, structure, and alluring psychology behind high
end offerings

6. The Profit Pyramid

Big Benefit, Big Result: You’ll know exactly how to plan your income, the number
of clients to choose to work with and attract, and create the financial results you
crave.
Design your Profit Blueprint with new high end programs, VIP Days, and
existing income streams...so you know how much money is coming in and
what to expect
Plan your Discovery Sessions so you know precisely what your client
wants and how to deliver the results they’re looking for
Match your client quota with your desired income attainment levels...and
watch your revenue skyrocket!

7. Your Million Dollar Mindset
Big Benefit, Big Result: Develop a streamlined plan to turn on your cash flow so
your biz becomes profitable as quickly as possible.
Bold Money Goal...Reach financial milestones easily and consistently
Money & Self Sabotage: examining your habits to get to the heart of the
matter
Money & Self Sabotage: examining your beliefs...know where those
thoughts about money come from so you can effortlessly start thinking like
a million dollar celebrity business owner

8. Money Mirror & Money Archetypes
Big Benefit, Big Result: Discover and identify exactly where your strengths lie in
regard to how you relate to money so you can achieve the results you’re looking
to get.
Your Money Mirror
Your Money Archetype Gifts...let them shine, work your magic, manifest
the wealth
Your Money Archetype Challenges...you’ll love this eye-opening exercise

9. How to Charge What You’re Worth & Get It
Big Benefit, Big Result: Learn to embrace your brilliance and get paid top
dollar...because you deserve it! Release all the guilt and fear surrounding
charging higher fees, forever.
Price with Integrity

How to Ask For Higher Fees...with grace and ease
Circles of Influence...discover how to get clients who will pay for your
services
4 Ways to Avoid Being a Commodity...and step into your uniqueness

10.

Step into Your Celebrity

Big Benefit, Big Result: Become recognized as the Expert you are by being
visible in your unique way and standing fully in Your Genius.
Develop Your Visibility Strategy...Identify your ideal clients and know how
to attract them to you
Identify key opportunities...to be seen, heard, and take center stage
Create your Visibility Action Plan (V.P.)
Schedule and Implement your Visibility Plan
You’re The Leader...Becoming the $1MM Business Owner you were
meant to become
Your Bodacious Brand 2.0...Take it to greater heights, bigger & bolder

11.

Own Your Genius

Big Benefit, Big Result: Become comfortable being your brand, working your
magic, sharing your Brilliance, and being Your Celebrity 24/7.
Step Into the Spotlight: Embrace your journey and your transformation
Celebrate Successes...treat yourself as the ‘Star you Are’
Implement Bigger...easily and powerfully...no more ‘settling’
Identify Next Best Steps...Build Big and Bodaciously on the foundation
and successes you’ve accomplished

Bodacious Makeover, Bodacious You
This unique coaching program will completely transform the way you do business AND
the way you do life.
The entire program is designed especially with you in mind. It’s perfectly paced so
that you avoid the overwhelm, to drink in the material and content at a pace that’s
comfortable to you.

The impossible becomes easy. The blocks and fears yield to grace and confidence. The
struggle gives way to abundance. Frustration is replaced with passion, excitement, and
unbridled joy.
Imagine yourself just 1 year from now...


No more doubting your worth



Confidence pours from you like a fountain



Delegating and outsourcing is easy



You’re charging higher fees and getting it



Money is flowing in



Business is booming



Client referrals are off the charts



Selling your products and services is a piece of cake



You’re only working with clients and customers who LOVE you



Systems are running like a well oiled machine



You’re the Sparkling Celebrity of your niche



More freedom



An irresistable Money Magnate



Describing your business is effortless



You’ve fully embraced your brand new lifestyle



Luxurious, Bodacious YOU



“Ariana is an extraordinary leader and healer.”

Barbara Dossey, Phd
Holistic Nursing Pioneer
www.dosseydossey.com

So, are you ready to get started? This is a personal and professional journey like
nothing you’ve ever experienced. Once you say ‘yes,’ there’s no turning back.

Apply Now!
Get ready to say goodbye to struggle, self-sabotage, and not knowing... and say hello to
empowerment, strength, and a future filled with abundance and prosperity.
I have to warn you, though...this diamond program is not for everyone. It’s only for those
entrepreneurs daring enough to embrace TRUE success. You must be ready to play full
out, to commit to exploding your business, transforming your life, embracing a luxurious
lifestyle, and to welcome a massive leap in income.
Plus, enrollment in the Bodacious Business Makeover Diamond Program is
extremely limited. Only 12 clients will be accepted into the program.
It’s time to take control of your life and the amazing business you’ve created. This is
your time. Now. Be the brilliant bursting super nova you came here to be. You deserve
nothing less.

I can’t wait to see your Bodacious smile.
In Love and Joy,

Ariana

Since space into this exclusive program is strictly limited to just 12
entrepreneurs and business owners, I highly encourage you to begin the
process of enrolling NOW.

Here are the simple steps to take to apply for
The Bodacious Business Makeover:
1. Fill out this fast and easy form by clicking here now.
2. We will call you within 48 hours to discuss your application.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to email me at support@arianaayu.com
We will answer your questions thoroughly.

Your clients and customers need you. They need and want your products and
services. Let me help you reach them. Because what you have to offer is invaluable.
Know the value of your work, what you do, and get paid handsomely for it.

Company logo and contact go here
Legal Disclaimer: (Put your disclaimer here)

